OPEN LETTER TO THE NATION OF SERBIA
IN DEFENSE OF THE FREEDOM OF SPEECH
PROTECTED BY THE OATH OF HIPPOCRATES
REGARDING THE OVERUSE OF METALS IN MEDICINE

Dear Serbians,

I write this to out of concern for the ethical duties of scientists and physicians from North Dakota to Serbia
and across the globe. It is a duty to communicate truth. As physicians are called to a special mission in
society, our work and words themselves carry significant power. This power is colored by politics of
course. In social hierarchies the physician class is the modern equivalent of shamanic healers of the tribal
cultures. We still have traditional healers out here in the middle of North America who are Hidatsa, Arikara,
Mandan, and Lakota. They practice healing arts as protected under the First Amendment in the Bill of
Rights of the United States Constitution. Truth and first principles of philosophy are difficult ideals to hold
to in a global society where “money makes the world go round” - we are called to fervently shine the light of
transparency as leaders in medicine and science. A guidepost quote engraved on one of the outer walls of
the National Academy of Sciences in Washington D.C. eloquently communicates this responsibility: "The
right to search for truth implies also a duty; one must not conceal any part of what one has recognized to
be true.” Albert Einstein

As an American physician who practices radiology, I am constantly reminded the most famous famous
Serbian of science, Nikola Tesla. MRI scanners and their magnets supercooled by liquid helium are rated
in the name of Tesla. The modern US and world economy is brokered over the lines of alternating current
Tesla understood as the voltage genius of efficiency. Tesla’s transparency in the interest of the
improvement of our human experience through technology accelerated the progress of all science and
engineering, his creative mind was a gift to us all-where would the world be with out his pioneering genius?
Tesla’s gifts are the backbone of all of our modern connectivity!

Your nation has an insightful physician who is a psychiatrist by training, warning of the hazards of
vaccines. These are either metals coupled to antigens or proprietary live viruses that you are importing.
These medical products are associated with racketeering and coercion of the physicians and scientists of
my country. This forthright physician exercising her duty to warn your citizenry is Jovana Stojkovic, MD.
She speaks in favor of human rights of informed consent in the matter of vaccination decision making, as
do I. Regardless of the medical specialty, we should all be extremely concerned when governments are
dictating medical practice.
In supporting Dr. Stojkovic, you should also know I have played an advisory role in the care of one of your
nation’s greatest athletes, Novak Djokovic. As an advisor to Novak’s team, our goal has been focused on
keeping his amazing talents on stage for the world to observe. Helping him in his quest for extreme career
endurance from those amazing extremities is an honor as a physician. There are significant cross roads
that run though Serbia in the concept of mitochondrial medicine which will become clearer as you continue
reading. I am developing this heuristic with these two icons of Serbian athletics and science at heart in the
defense of the Hippocratic ethical communications of safety concerns regarding vaccination.

My "molecular psychiatry” understanding of how physics informs Diving medicine practice has been
rendered by remote review of many brains reconditioned in hyperbaric chambers at LSU in New
Orleans. This is where Professor Paul G Harch has discovered the right mix of direct current cell charging
in Alzheimer’s type dementia to reverse metabolic derangements seen on PET Imaging. He has also
reversed severe anoxic brain injury in children and recovered contact sports athletes injured brains,
including demented prize-fighting boxers. SPECT and PET images have born witnessed these remarkable
statistically significant changes in brain function that correlate with clinical gains. Detoxification of the brain
of metals and other mitochondrial toxins occurs with this medical device of physics. We have a series of
11 more cases of dementia recovery that will be published in 2020 that are part of work he has pioneered
for the world. Dr Harch has given so much of his time and attention to improving the human condition
through charging the brain and body with electrons derived from oxygen under pressure harvested by
mitochondria. He is very much the Tesla of mitochondrial medicine in the modern era. The irony of Tesla,
Djokovic, and Stojkovic as names being called forth by one of the more remote Interventional and
Diagnostic Radiologists in academic medicine will not be lost on the readers of this letter across the future
circulation of these words around the globe. It’s a small world after all, because Nikola’s genius has wired
us all together and the atmospheric gases we all share connect billions of people together through the
oxygen we process in our mitochondria.

My colleagues in science and law including Dr. James Lyons-Weiler, Stephanie Seneff, PhD and Robert F.
Kennedy, Jr have also written letters in support of Dr. Stojkovic. Her strong stand of inquiry and caution
towards these foreign products is protective of your nation’s mitochondria in all of your families. I have
been informed that her license to practice medicine may be in jeopardy for her outspoken stance on
vaccination safety isseus. Vaccines rarely cause death but when they do, we must as national medical
societies examine what the implications of those deaths are upon our population and our future lost
generation potential in those family lines impacted. One recent tragic example of death by vaccination
occurred August 14, 2018 in the ranks of young athletes here in the middle of America. A young man
named Christopher Bunch with great potential as an athlete was killed by a vaccine (HPV) that has far too
much aluminum and was safety tested against a fraudulent placebo. Christopher’s family was misled by an
institutionalized belief that vaccines never kill children, supported by the placebo fraud issues. In fact, the
death rates of girls studied in HPV phase 1 safety trials was extremely high for age during the study period
in both the vaccine group and the antigen alone group. In Christopher’s case, it may have been a random
close encounter between nerve proteins at the myofascial boundary and the aluminum adjuvant sparking a
cascade of immune system overreaction to his own proteins. Really why wouldn’t we expect that the
injections of metals that can turn immune system against oneself is the primary source of adverse reactions
to vaccines?

Christopher's life is being celebrated today in the Quad Cities area (Moline, Illinois). This honors him and
clearly will help a community of high schoolers who are grieving the loss of their teammate and classmate
at the end of the academic calendar. This event also memorializes the sacrifice of this family called to duty
in a war against disease by the use of a technology that should have much greater scrutiny for its
occasional catastrophic harms. The overuse of metals in medicine is impacting chronic disease rates by
interfering with mitochondrial processing of oxygen. Christopher was a vivacious young athlete and may
have become the next Novak Djokovic, Peyton Manning or Jeff Samardzija (MLB pitcher, Notre Dame
Football/baseball) in his endeavors of athletics. Sadly, we will never know what we have lost as a nation of
athletes for a coerced manipulated market capture and slogans of “one less.” Christopher’s mitochondria
were the power centers of his cells and a direct derived population of organelles from his mother,
Destiny. She will never see the world of medicine the same now for having taken her son from her at such
a pivotal point in his vitality and development. The Moline bike ride planned for today will benefit the
University of Iowa Childrens Hospital, who’s radiologists diagnosed Christopher’s ADEM via MRI which
documents the rapid development of edema in these rare autoimmune induced deaths by vaccine reaction.
The Iowa City pathologists documented the cellular insults by microscopy and the team of pediatric
intensive care physicians have stated to Destiny that they will publish a case report documenting to the
world this one troubling case. There are other deaths in hospitals that never get reported in the medical
literature and sometime don’t even get a passive mention in the VAERS data base. This national
“database” a poorly kept log book of vaccine reactions that most primary care providers have no idea even
exists in this country.

Since Christopher's death, there are now thousands of families everywhere in America who’s hearts ache
for Destiny and see her as a Lighthouse on the horizon for their own families to learn the catastrophic risks
of malfunction of an immune system turned against its fellow organs and tissues. The sad truth of the
“profession” of medicine is that these children who are lost to a manipulated marketplace become the
industry's worst nightmare and their families are shunned by everyone in the healthcare complex. They are
pariahs for having lost the molecular game of Russian Roulette. The most distressing part of these cases
is a complete absence of discussion and awareness in the greater medical community. We lost our
beacon of healthcare safety from the Fourth Estate in this country the day the Federal Communications
Commission allowed broadcast advertising of pharmaceutical products. Topics of vaccine injury used to be
discussed in the late 1970's and early 1980s in this country on news programs and talkshows like Phil
Donahue’s popular town hall forum. These products have been indiscriminately over used for market
capture of the world’s youngest demographic. By the police powers of the state, they are also de facto
capturing the political marketplace in many nations. Our country was first captured for business and
entrepreneurial purposes in 1986 when Congress locked up the legal watchdogs and let loose runaway
corporatism.

The world’s scientists are increasingly sounding the alarm regarding injected metals in medical products particularly aluminum- and as well as those ingested via more traditional oral or inhaled routes of exposure.
These metals are immune system modifiers, and they impact the energy producing organelles - our
mitochondria. They foul the oxidative phosphorylation cycle, harming oxidative burst power in immune
system cells until cleared and impact voltages in brain tissue. Metals based vaccines may be impacting the
efficaciousness of the live viral vaccines which have been an economically important part of keeping
populations from having periodic outbreaks of measles, mumps and rubella. Maternal antibody
interference in the first year of life is the biggest sign of the market before good medicine approaches that
the CDC sold out for in the 1980’s. Although Rotatvirus vaccine is an economically important live
attenuated proprietary viral infection, since it keeps women in the workforce instead of home attending to
the needs of children with more clinically impactful wild type infections in the industrial world, it is NOT
saving lives where civil engineers long ago improved hygiene conditions. Splash the infectious agents of
varicella vaccine on your eye as a healthcare worker and you may go blind, but there is no recourse to
save your career as a radiologist for optic neuritis caused by this product in America. Surgeons,
pathologists, cardiologists, neurologists, anesthesiologists, and other high paid American specialty
physicians are ducking out of flushots on their stature and economic power which is at risk for
uncompensated loss with every influence vaccine. Organizations like Physicians for Informed Consent are
growing in ranks daily on these safety issues as doctors across the globe are waking up to the corruption we have had enough of it.

The newest 7 Tesla MRI scanners are more precisely able to quantify metals levels in the brain and
elsewhere, particularly my specialty’s favorite metal-Gadolinium. Under precautionary principles, this
imaging metal has been markedly restricted in its use in Europe and eventually it will be shown by my
hyperbaric colleagues that these metals can be pushed back over the blood brain barrier fairly quickly. As
documented by serial MRIs through the course of treatment. 60 years of accumulation of various toxic
metals pulled out in 60 one hour dives, is what Harch and I are showing the world in our game changing
case report of dementia reversal just published earlier this year in Medical Gas Research. Many eyes of
Tesla derivatives in technology (radiologists) are documenting more and more injuries from vaccines
everyday on a global scale - many cannot speak out however for fear of retaliation by their universities and
their employers around the globe. We are caught in an academic research cabal or catch 22 when we see
Christopher Exley, PhD in the UK lose funding for studying how metals are impacting neurodegenerative
conditions like autism and Alzheimers. Had he studied the politically safer metal of Pb rather the Al then
may be he would still have funding but Gd is going to get karate chopped in US courts with the likes of
Chuck Norris going after my specialty’s corrupting metallic valence, as we are the more transparent
medical society who are the photojournalists of medicine.
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/medicines/human/referrals/gadolinium-containing-contrast-agents

As metals foul our mitochondria, which are directly derived from our mother’s eggs, we are imparting a
deficiency of electrons and thus voltage to our cells. Although many sources exist for metals fouling
mitochondria, the ones we can judiciously control are those directed to our citizenry by health officials. A
continued voice in defense of the national gross domestic mitochondrial output of Serbia derived from its
matriarchy should not be silenced by professional and economic sanctions. Muzzling a psychiatrist by
sanctioning her practice of medicine may lead to a further inflamed political crisis as we have seen here in
the states with the attempts at sanctioning of Bob Sears, MD and Ken Stoller, MD in California. A model
practice of Hippocratic individualized care is exemplified by Dr. Paul Thomas in Oregon and the same goes
for former vaccine bully Bob Zajac, MD in Minnesota. I would encourage all who read this to seek out the
compelling approaches to vaccination that these doctors are utilizing. Dr. Thomas has begun to document
the health of those who do not follow CDC guidelines is improved over those who do. His practice should
be an example to your entire nation. The vaccine guidelines of other nations are informative as well in the
health indexing of the children of those nations. The Japanese government has protected its adolescent
girls by recognizing significant vaccine reactions from HPV and by heeding their duty to their citizens,
government officials and physicians have struck the right balance in recognizing the US manufacturers of
these products are not to be trusted by blind faith. Anthony Mawson has published a study of 666 children,
also showing that the unvaccinated are healthier. The lengths to which the Mawson team had to go to get
their study published is a sign of the suppression of facts and research in the interest of public health. It is
strange to me that western public health departments are so exquisitely focused on infectious diseases and
those that are linked to cancer, but they pay no heed to the metals intoxication of mitochondria that lead to
these very same problems, nor do these units advocate for the most natural form of medicine, that derived
from oxygen and pressure chambers. The Russians and the eastern block nations made it through the
20th century without these corrosive influences of global corporations selling them bad products. The
medical establishment from the Baltic Sea to the lower Danube had a flourishing profession of medicine
that made advances in device based medicine, such as catheter angiography and hyperbaric medicine
without the distractions of salesmenship by giant pharmaceutical corporations peddling their wares daily in
the hallways of medicine or in broadcast media. As the global dosage of metals has increased in the
world’s population through the use of pharmaceuticals/vaccines, we are seeing more chronic illnesses in
people. By example, we even have a toxic metal running around every blood cell in iron. Iron is an
endogenous metal released in the brain by trauma, when it is released into tissues it becomes toxic and a
free0radical generator. Susceptibility Weighted Images from 1.5 and 3 Tesla MR scanners now allow us to
track small hemosiderin deposits in the brain after TBI. Fe3+ is a classic example of how electron thieves
work out of the “dangerous valence” metals Columns in the Periodic Table. The reasons for the toxicity of
metals in medicine are outlined here, essentially we have a mitochondrial spoiling issue on our hands with
these troublesome valences in these elements and their ions impacting the very power plants of the
cell. https://journals.lww.com/investigativeradiology/pages/articleviewer.aspx?year=9000&issue=00000&ar
ticle=98911&type=Abstract#pdf-link.
*Gadolinium-Based MRI Contrast Agents Induce Mitochondrial Toxicity and Cell Death in Human Neurons, and Toxicity Increases With
Reduced Kinetic Stability of the Agent; Bower, Danielle V., MD, PhD*,†; Richter, Johannes K., MD*; von Tengg-Kobligk, Hendrik,
MD*,†; Heverhagen, Johannes T., MD, PhD*,†; Runge, Val M., MD*,†Investigative Radiology: May 3, 2019 - Volume Publish Ahead of
Print - Issue - p

Dr Stojkovic is is clearly discerning truths and compelled to speak of them in the ways Einstein has codified
in English, it is her duty to warn and also the duty of other Serbian medical leadership to address these
concerns in a civil way. Human dignity of autonomous decision making in the individual is at stake in this
national discussion. Those who cast these stones at Jovana may well wish they hadn’t in the next decade
as reproach of her may lead to their own loss of autonomy in greater sphere of medical influence upon
peoples daily decisions in Serbia.

A Cowboy Ethics "Square Deal’ simple approach is to recognize that when governments and global
corporations band together to treat human beings like animals with no respect for genetic diversity, we end
up with an industry that eventually gets built on a pile of hot manure to protect the economic health of the
group over the restitution of the damages done to individuals. This is an age old problem in social
engineering of societies. We treat our horses better in the Dakotas even still than these corporates and
public health officials want for our children. It is a common grand scheme of other global industries that
have seen scientific fraudsters in nations like China executed for their criminal activities-not that the
Chinese are defenders of free speech on this planet but rebukes of corporate corruptions like this do make
a certain statement.

As your great nation stands at the crossroad of the old silk routes and between the middle east and colonial
powers of Western Europe, it makes for a powerful potential home of 21st century innovations which could
follow from many of the ideas communicated here and with the attached links. In the context of maternal
derived mitochondrial energetics, it is serendipitous that Serbia is at an inflection point in the handling of
vaccines in a much more thoughtful and reasoned way via simple ethical vaccinomics
principles. Teammates in the hyperbaric physician and engineering network can offer and help develop a
collaborative approach to your national need for mitochondrial medical innovations. These are
regenerative medicine gurus using hyperbaric chambers. Out of great respect for the gifted individuals who
have gone into the greater international community to improve the pursuit of happiness, liberty and lively
performance of all of mother earth’s children throughout history, some clearing of this political thrombus in
your nation by bringing many parties to the table could occur. A Serbian National Vaccine plan through
Ethical Vaccinomics concepts could be a great collaborative. These concepts would ultimately save your
national resources with the appropriate employment. Malcolm Hooper, myself and Novak Djokovic could
meet as emissaries of mitochondrial wellness and hit two birds with one stone by this door opening through
the support of Dr. Stojkovic.

As physicians are sentinels of public health issues, the clarion call of the visionaries can be an economic
benefit if cautions can curtail wasteful practices as we have in vaccines. In this age of informatics, making
an example of Dr. Stojkovic is much more likely to backfire than in times past. Jovana’s path will not be like
that of Ignaz Semmelweis who lived to the age of 44. He was destroyed for simply observing that hand
washing between autopsy and deliveries of babies saved maternal lives. He was outcast for being ahead of
his time, socially isolated by the lack of networking through electric grid powered and connected devices
like the one I am using to curb tyranny with words right now-thank you again Nikola. I will remind you that
Tesla was outcast as well and his papers taken by the U.S. government at the end of his life. Do the
Serbians trust U.S. corporations and the U.S. government with the interests of their future children when
we all know how much fraud has been a part of the economy, politics and in the amalgam of healthcare
markets, medicine? Nikola Tesla only want to see his genius used for the good of humanity, his ideas
powered GE’s rise. General Electric has made billions from a Serbian boy from a lagacy of Orthodox
priests on both sides of his family who’s genes never had to resonate against the mercury in thimerosal or
the aluminum mashed with Hepatitis B Surface Antigens that are a known molecular mimic to myelin basic
protein. Your countrywoman has raised the alarm appropriately to be aware of extra-national corporates
lying to you for market share. She should be applauded as a national hero for warning of the harms from
corporate western medicine. Her specialty is in the human expression and interface of the mind of
course. She’s reading the tea leaves of the Revolution against global corporate medical serfdom, so easily
brokered through cheap mitochondrial intoxicants and graft in politics where a few measley crumbs of
trillion dollar global corporates turns your own legislators and parliamentarians against their own children
and grandchildren.

As a global movement of biophysics in medicine, Israel's Shai Efrati, MD and colleagues at the Sagol
Center in Tel Aviv have pioneered the practice of 500 person-hour days throughput in large hyperbaric
chambers. These fast throughput "cell recharging systems" and mitochondrial cleansing agents of physics
are bringing many wealthy individuals from around the world to manage the diseases of chronic
mitochondria dysfunction. Structurally engineering these large chambers is a task that has been in
refinement across many jurisdictions and by many engineers through the world who have some close
connections to the International Hyperbaric Medical Foundation. Large hyperbaric procedure rooms are
the future of medicine and interventional radiology in particular where our catheters can have the gift of
more time in removing thrombus from vessels across all ischemic vascular territories. IHMF colleagues in
India, such as Arun Murkerjee, MD, MBBS are already coupling Hyperbarics to direct stem cell delivery by
catheter into organs as a high density cellular dose to the target organ and vascular bed. My colleague Dr.
Paul G Harch was the first academic clinical to treat autism with hyperbaric therapy, defouling mitochondria
and recharging cells by this direct current technique brokered through the atmospheric gases that truly
connect us all on this planet. It would be a wonderful collaborative and gas based voltage charging network
for Serbia to take ac commanding lead in21st century medicine. Dr. Stojkovic’s dementia patients as well
as those with depression would benefit greatly from even mild hyperbaric or altitude wellness
chambers. Simple, straight forward altitude gazebos are getting just past the design stage even now in
North Dakota with blow off valves manufactured in Ironton, Minnesota. Once one sees around the

pharmafia curtain, it really becomes a no brainer of a decision to bring engineers back into medicine to help
us take care of our patients in a faster healing environment. Let Jovana become the leadership in Serbian
Hyperbaric psychiatry if she wishes and tolerate her duty to inform as she could become more than a
beacon of integrity but also a broker of barometrically mediated wellness.

Doctors are teachers, we have neglected detoxification science in medical education, this has
incrementally progressed since the middle of the last century. Certainly it is far worse in my country than
yours? The politics of detoxification science in medicine is embedded not only in the global exit from
abusive governmental mandates regarding vaccinations but in the lack of application of the simplest laws of
physics involving pressure chambers which can generate our own stem cells. Again, when Drs. Paul G.
Harch and Edward F. Fogarty, III have published the first case report of the reverse of Alzheimer’s disease
in a 58 year-old American woman and really no one has seen of this in the world’s media, what kind of
towers of Babel do you think are obfuscating the problem? It is my hypotheses that a component of the
recovery of this individual that is demonstrated by my PET analytics of glucose metabolism through the
mitochondria, is that we have restored dysfunctional populations of mitochondria (a billion organelles
recovered in one brain). These energy centers are like fouled batteries that need a gentle trickle charge to
decontaminate the biological plates internally. Additionally, there is likely a stem cell release effect going
on here and that is another fruit of the laws of physics that proprietary biotech firms are not really interested
in hearing about across the mediascape. Communications that depend on advertising dollars from one
dominant industry cultivated in America.

We can’t control the mercury from carbon based fuels or the heavy elements still wafting from Chernobyl
and Fukishmia. But Serbia can attenuate the vaccination load by changing timing-do not use the US
schedule its a plan for market capture and not based in science. Consider doing as I will be doing with a
team of pharmacists in shaving the dose of metals from standard vaccines by applying them to microneedle devices at 1/1th of the dose for provocation of the desired immune response out of the skin where
all the antigen processing cells reside. Your nation could have a massive political, economic, and social
win win here by taking these ideas and employing them in your country to decrease disease transmission
on 1/10th the budget. The live virus vaccines are needing a complete overhaul, the lack of innovation in
this sector since the passage of the 1986 Vaccine protection act has led to this traditional crisis of
corporate fear-mongers holding market capture. Your nation and its scientists and physicians can do this
better than ours because you are less controlled and from a national security standpoint, it is in your best
interests to make your own vaccines and to make them smart, cheaper and more efficacious.

In summary, I find the explanation for the global metals medical crisis in is born in the politics of public
health which impacts mitochondrial energetics on a population scale and ultimately subverts the sacred
relationship of physicians with their patients. Unfortunately, medical education has failed globally in leaving
out the basic science of detoxification for the sake of unencumbered distribution of pharmaceuticals. We
should all celebrate those who have the integrity to tell the truth repeatedly under duress of economic,
political or physical harm. That is why Dr. Jovana Stojkovic is a national treasure. Hopefully rational and
ethical professional respect for a minority opinion in a sea of conflicted and corrupt information will arise
from this situation. Should tyranny win out over reason, we have a great need for psychiatrists in the
Northern Plains from Kansas to Canada. Psychiatrist Gabreila Balf, MD is a colleague of mine at the
University of North Dakota is Eastern European. These foreign physicians do a wonderful job in helping
our rural states. We can certainly employ Jovana over here as a mild hyperbaric psychiatrist now that Dr.
Harch and I have defined the art for the next century of medicine in breaking the horses of the galloping
neurological crisis of the worlds citizens from minotchondiral spoilage.

Sincerely,
“Ted"

Edward F. Fogarty, M.D.
Chair, Department of Radiology
UND School of Medicine and Health Sciences, Southwest Campus Building
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-improving-free-inquiry-transparencyaccountability-colleges-universities/

“NEVER LOSE YOUR VOICE”
RX FOGARTY
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